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is need for greater flexibility and, for'encouraging Ph.D.'s to '

develop greater awareness of peripheral fields. As for scientific
manpower needs in industry, inflation and'rising costs have forced a
reduction in recruitment. ,Improved business conditions will Change
this picture. (AF)
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CAIRNS: Dr. Rees, Ladies and Gentle-

assure yoU. I feel very much like an outsider in

this group, perhaps because that's. what Iail.-Xtaughter'.

My experience with graduate schools in this country has

been exceedingly limited, even in the field of chemistry.

I have seen almost nothing of other scientific disciplines

in engineering, and think absolutely nothing in the

humanities. So it is with great diffidence that I make

any remarks at all.

Dr. Pelczar gave me a bit of an opening

by .reading out of the newspaper and I thought I would

start off the same way, to make a. very simple point.

This is now a quote:

"In some quarters a senseless fear of

science seems to have taken hold. We hear the cry that

there shoUld be 'holiday in scientific research and' in

the new applications, pf science, or that there should be

forced stoppage in extension: of old,usages by mandatory

legislation." 1.
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That takes care of that point.

On the job situation, this is now a quote.

from a letter written by the head of a department. am

paraphrasing this only to the extent of leaving the actual

name of.the school out: "I haven't the faintest idea of

where your former student can get a job.- Our department

46 filled with our own ph.Ds hoping for a small stipend._

It. is a shale that these:able men should be without po'Si-

.tions. I am.hoping that conditions will'improve soon.."

Well, I choSe to read that and I was im-

pressed that it sounded not unlike what Dr. Pelczar read..

Both these quotes were written in 1932.

(Laughter.)

My point simply is that times have been

bad before and they have gotten better. When times are

bad, institutions are attacked. I think that has been

true throughout all of history. And science is an insti-

tution, universities are institutions, and so is the

Federal Government.

Well, I would like to make some brief

comments. want first to talk a minute about one aspect

of this question of interdisciplinary research in the

universities. I want to say a word about the absolute
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numbers of Ph.D. granting institutions, and Dr. Rees did

touch on that; and then to finish up by combining a few

words about changes in curricula, along with the needs of

industry.

On the .question of interdisciplinary re-

search, It is certain in my opinion that many of the

current problems of great impact on society are going to

find :their solUtions7ihtruiy'interdisCiAlinary research.

The environment let me take as an example; it Is one of

several:

The problem of environmental improvement

is certainly one where progress will be made through an

interdisciplinary attack.

The thing that I am frequently impressed

with in discussing these problems with my own colleagues

in industry, and also in the universities, is that there

is 'a certain tendency to forget that a photochemical smog

is made upof moleCules; these molecules are still. made

up of atoms; they still obey some of the laws which Dr.

Alberty used to teach in elementary physical chemistry.

And, of course, they still are subject to the laws of

meteorology.

It seeMs' o me when weare concerned with
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an interdisciplinary attack, we are talking about solving

a problem by using the most advanced knowledge available

in the classical disciplines. I can't quite see how today

there is such a thing as an environmental scientist who

hasn't first been an outstanding chemist or an outstanding

biologist, an outstanding' engineer. .of some kind.

(Applause.)

I think interdisciplinarity is for the

older folks - -I mearv_ovr.30POrhaps.

(Laughter.)

I don't feel this way at all, of course,

about the teaching at the undergraduate level in course

work general science, survey courses are, problems of

the, environment. I thinkbhey'can be made exceedingly

interesting and exciting courses at both the undergraduate

and graduate levels, but when you talk about.attacking'the

problem, you are talking about applying the best knowledge

from the existingdisciplines. This leads me to .feel that

if, universities attack,. let, us say, the problem of environ

Mental improliement, they are going to have to try to solve

some of the problems, they are going-to have to attack

a problem, and I' think theyare'going to.,have to,dothis

with their ,own,hands,with post-doc assistance, and only,
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to a very limited degree using that as an educational

experience for graduate students.

Part of my plea here is that as we move

to the support of interdisciplinary activity in the.

universities, I believe it would be a great mistake to do

that by weakening the classical disciplinary departments.

I am very much in favor of the physicists

talking to the chemists and working with the chemists,

but I still think there are forefronts in these fields

which it is in the national interest that we have excel-

lent men exploring them .

I want to turn now to this question of the

numbers of Ph.D. granting institutions, and my remarks

here are strictly limited to chemistry, chemistry depart-

ments; these are the only ones in which I have any data,

and in these comments I am drawing on a report published

by the National Research Council last month, reporting on

the annual meeting which was held-last March, and by and

large most of thisdata has been collected by an A.C.S.

committee headed by Chevis Walling of the University of

Utah.

I am impressed with the integrity of this

group;so,I think some of these numbers are really 'faotua

,
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(Laughter.) There have been about ten new Ph.D. granting

institutions in chemistry formed, came into existence,

each year for. the last ten years. The number went from

125 in about 1960 to soMething,a shade over 180-

It is a very expensive undertaking, and

perhaps this carrying coals to Newcastle, it is a very

expensive undertaking.to establish a new Ph.D.-granting

department:

There were 1,900 Ph-.Ds granted in June

of 1969 in chemistryand 1,800 of these were granted by

the. 125 schools that existed prior.to'1960: Only 140

of the 1,900 were granted by the 6o schools organized

since 1960. The arithmetic works out that the old

institutions, the prior-to-1960 institutions, in 1969

averaged 14 Ph.Ds granted per ,institution, while the 50

new institutions averaged 2.8. This, to me, proves that

establishing a new Ph.D.' program is a very, very difficult

thing to do.

Now, the main point I was leading up to

here comes from theSe numbers as backgrOund 'with thit

additional figure:H In these 180for'185 schools granting

Ph.Ds in chemistry,, there are 3,700 qualified' faculty

and thiS 3,700 'qualified:fACUltY granted 1,900'doOtorates
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in 169. This comes out to about an average of about

0.5, or one-half Ph.D. per qualified faculty member per

year.

Considering the problems of financing the

universities, the Federal problems, it seems to me that

a good argument can be made that for the immediate future-

perhaps five, maybe longer years--it is unlikely that we

need more Ph.D.-granting institutions in chemistry. There

are distinguished professors of chemistry who have average

over-.a substantially more than one-half

Ph.D. per year If you Could just even.bring that to one

Ph.D. per.year thiS would then mean that we have the

physical facilities, we have the plant, we have the

faculty to double the production of Ph.Ds in chemistry.

And I think it is a little unlikely that in the immediate

'future we would need to double them.

There are, of course, many easily under-

stood driving forces that leads a four-year institution

to want to add a Ph.D. program. I won't enumerate those;

'I want to-comment on just one.

I,don't really believe today there is any

geographic SUstificationwhich can be used any longer.

This is certainly true, in my opinion, for full-time
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students. It may be there is a geographic justification

for graduate programs in chemistry in some areas where

part-time students need that opportunity. That's a point

I have not seen properly investigated.

Well, if I am urging that four-year insti-

tutions in chemistry should '4'emain that, there are, I

think, things that can be done to strengthen them, rather

than just put a lid on them. I think that it is- -would

be exceedingly desirable to handle the four-year institu-

tions in science and chemistry particularly by arrange-

ments for many more leaves for faculty on a much more

frequent basis as part of the cost of doing business, if

I may use that expression.

I think that the building up of a technicia

staff to help in the conduct of research would also be

.desirable; and I would also like to see a strong tendency

toward more post-doctoral appointments so that faculty

in four-year colleges can, in fact, get something con-

structive accomplished in research.

Well, I would like to finish up by kind of

combining a few points on curriculum and the needs of

industry.

Certainly the curriculum and the changes
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in it is a continuing study, a continuing probleM. I

have seen it estimated several places that the substantive

half life content of a course in physical science is about

seven years. So every seven years half of what is being

taught wasntt known or was not in the course seven years

ago.

n the other hand, I think that the details

of a curriculum are.very much less important than the

atmosphere and attitude in which the.-graduate student is

brought up.

I believe that it has been frequently
_ .

stated, and it i part of my own experience, that the

recent Ph.D6--on the average again--really need a greater.

degree of flexibility in their outlook toward science

and toward chemistry than we have frequently seen.

If, I may illustrate this with a minor

anecdote with a boy I interviewed about five years ago--

and times have changed only a little in five years,

really. He was a very good man, we had seen his records,

we knew about him before he came out looking for a job.

I asked him what he wanted to do. He said, "I want to

work on the active side of chymotrypsin." This was his

thesis.subject.

9
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that's a great subject. How

would you like to work on the active side,of some other

enzyme?."

He said "No."

I said, "Well, we're not working on

chymotrypsin. We do have a-program on the enzymatic

fixation of nitrogen. We have crystalized the nitrogenase

Would you work on the active side of this?"

He:; said, "No."

Well, I thought he,wasa good enough man.

that.We'made,him a formal,Offer where it was, specifically

spelled out that he would not work on the active side of

chymotrypSin and,,he refused our offer.' I am planning to

look him_up7,rit.is about,four.years'ago now- -and see if

whatheii working on

(Laughter.)

This%to me is not What 1haVe in mind when

:I talk about,, l'h.D..educatin.-r, I.think:thenewPh.D. should

encoU-rageifto:develop-an4waieness of peripheral fields

can' develop' an eagerness'Ao, solve,problems.,
,311.st';tb as-Sign, data.

' And -MOstiMportant;y-
,

OW Ph 'come out with' deVel4e

all,,I hope the

'
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self-confidence in their own ability to master a new

subject, to become involved and interested in'a new topic.

Well, to turn finally to the manpower needs

in industry, there is certainly a great deal of confusion

about this.

It is accentuated at the moment by poor

business conditions and the terrible anecdotes in which

the taxi driver was mentioned this morning.:

I could add one of my own; we had a mane

resign, last week, a Ph.D. and physicist, to make movies.

He is making mod movies and he thought hp could do that

better than physics. So I guess that's all right.

I think I would like to take a slightly

longer range point of view. The supply of scientists and

engineers has,been increasing by some rather steady per

centage-,-I am sure Dr. Falk would know - -it is about six

percent since 1700, I believe, and except for short-term

discontinuities, this has held fairly constant. I think

we are in the midst of a short-term discontinuity from

industry s point of-View right now: And while our own

company has tried very hard to resist the short-term

pressures,sothat' we fiaite a continuing recruiting program;

and consistentone so that w 'dontt develop a technical'
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staff with gaps in it, I must say the pressures in the

past two years have been exceedingly difficult; difficult

enough that we have reduced our recruiting in 1970, and

it will be done again in 1971.,

I hope you don't think I am just shedding

tears and looking for sympathy, but I would like to

illustrate how inflation has affected our company in one

specific way.

I saw in the paper this morning that the

wage rate inflation in the construction industry was 7.8

percent for the past 12 months. Our construction figure

this year which has been published is about $480 million.

If one takes just that inflation figure for wage rates

alone, in just our construction, leaving out our manu-

facturing and research, this comes out to about between

$50- and $60,000 per day added cost to duPont. Now, that

is just about, what it costs us to hire a Ph.D. and keep

him for a full year.

So in the past 12 months we have lost,

.hard cash, what would have been the equivalent of hiring

365 ,Ph.Ds--tor-one,,year, that is. But that is only one

part of the cost of, =doing business and I thought it was

perhaps worth l mentioning to illustrate how difficult it

12
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is for industry to take the real long range point of

view.

We are quite confident that our recruiting

will go up, our needs will go up as our business goes up,

but it has been an exceedingly difficult time.

My own immediate concern is that the

supply, as a consequence of all the pressures you have

heard about today, the anti-science attitude, the reduc-

tion in. Federal funds, the blaming of the environmental

problems on science and technology, the urgent political

need for good people to go into that field and solve some

of the other social problems, I am afraid that all of

this will lead to a very substantial dropping off in

registrations in science and engineering and we may find

ourselves, not with an excess only a few years from now,

but rather, a great shortage of really well-trained, well-

educated Ph.D. scientists and engineers.
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